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CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention for the Insurance Industry: 
The Proactive Reduction of Cyber Risk 

Cybercrime Prevention technology sees beyond network defenses (e.g., 
cybersecurity measures) to find the risk of digital attacks hiding within the 
myriad relationships and remote connections that eventually touch a business, 
organization, or individual.  

Created by CT6.®, Cybercrime Prevention technology has the power to 
significantly reduce the risk of digital attacks while providing critical threat 
information to insurance industry leaders, underwriters, claims investigators, 
policyholders, regulators, and law enforcement.
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The Emerging Market of 
Cybercrime Prevention by CT6.®
Cybercrime Prevention is an emerging market focused on the reduction of risk by uncovering 
existing and emerging threats specific to a business or enterprise to stop ransomware, malware, 
phishing, and credential attacks that lead to fraud, theft, sabotage, and more.  CT6.® created 
Cybercrime Prevention to stop criminals before they attack and cause harm.  In contrast, the 
cybersecurity market is focused on reactive measures to defend a network from intrusion 
attempts and then mitigate the damage done by the unauthorized access.

Cybersecurity is designed to protect a network.  
Cybercrime Prevention is designed to protect a business, enterprise, or industry. 

CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention as an Insurance Industry Innovation

For the insurance industry, CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention defines a new methodology to reduce 
the risk of digital attacks by accurately quantifying cybercrime risk levels based on actual and 
probable criminal access into policyholders’ environments.  CT6.® proprietary processes are 
U.S. /E.U. privacy law compliant and offer to insurance industry participants:

 A precise visual of a policyholder’s ability to secure data transmission, 
storage, and collection; plus, a view of which data (usernames, 
passwords, devices, etc.) are already compromised or vulnerable to 
compromise.  By mitigating and monitoring this data, the risk of 
digital attack drops significantly. 

Insight into a policyholder’s practices, controls, and protocols to 
prevent or mitigate specific types of threats (ransomware, phishing, 
and malware) used to commit fraud or theft, which can lead to 
evidence of money laundering, illicit finance, terrorist financing, etc.

A baseline from which cyber insurance providers can better 
understand cyber risk to properly assess risk appetite and tolerance, 
risk controls, modeling, stress testing, and pricing.

A baseline from which insurance providers can better understand 
risk related to other due diligence processes that can impact direct 
losses in the digital economy, including claims related to business 
interruption, property, casualty, theft, privacy law violations, system 
failures, insider threats, and more.
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CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention to 
Stabilize Cyber Insurance 
Premiums, Claims, and Losses.
In 2021, Fitch Ratings analysts reported, “cyber insurance direct written premiums for the 
property/casualty industry rose sharply 22% [in 2020] to over $2.7 billion, reflecting expanding 
demand for coverage. The industry statutory direct loss plus defense & cost containment (DCC) ratio 
for standalone cyber insurance rose sharply in 2020 to 73% compared with an average of 42% for the 
previous five years (2015-2019). The average paid loss for a closed standalone cyber claim moved to 
$358,000 in 2020 from $145,000 in 2019.”

7 Major Cyber Insurers Form Company to Coordinate 
Cyber Analysis, Risk Mitigation.
Insurance Journal, June 21, 2021.

22%
$2.7
Billion

2020: Direct written premiums for 
property/casualty industry

The proactive nature of CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention marks the difference between cost-effective 
preemption controls versus enduring repetitive cycles of expensive post-attack forensics, 
remediation, damage control, and lawsuits.  By requiring policyholders to employ Cybercrime 
Prevention technology to “clean sweep” and then monitor the data-related vectors or access points 
that cybercriminals frequently use to commit crimes, massive uncertainty is removed, and the risk 
of digital attacks plummets.  In addition, the investigative and analytical research capabilities of 
Cybercrime Prevention technology can provide important statistical analyses of cybercrime trends 
and illuminate evidence of how cyber is enabling fraud, theft, money laundering, intellectual 
property theft, and other criminal activities across an enterprise. 

 “ The average paid loss for a closed standalone cyber claim 
moved to $358,000 in 2020 from $145,000 in 2019”



Empowering the Cyber Insurance 
Industry through Risk Awareness 
and Reduction.
CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention is a paradigm-shifting methodology (U.S. Pat. Pending) that defines 
and reduces the cybercrime risk to a business or enterprise.  Cybercrime Prevention technology 
created by CT6.® is the first of its kind and represents a wholesale change in the way the world will 
stop cybercrime BEFORE it can impact people, operations, and information.  Cybercrime Prevention 
technology quickly uncovers and maps hidden connections between disparate data points to 
expose risks and vulnerabilities that are beyond the capabilities of cybersecurity measures alone. 
Cybercrime Prevention categorizes the criminal unknowns external to a network (e.g., method of 
compromise, source of compromise, extent infected, all secondary data vulnerable), and then 
assigns actual risk to matched internal data.  These proprietary processes effectively expose and 
then allow the mitigation of vectors that cybercriminals use to covertly install ransomware, steal IP, 
gain access to networks, target for sabotage, commit fraud, and so on.   

“Cybercrime Prevention technology created by CT6.® is the first 
of its kind and represents a wholesale change in the way the 

world will stop cybercrime BEFORE it can impact people, 
operations, and  information. “

For example, CT6.® CredProtect software provides the most comprehensive search of stolen login 
credentials and the vulnerable secondary data associated with those stolen credentials.  It is 
powerful enough to uncover hidden connections to compromised credentials (i.e., the Known Bad) 
and credentials stolen but not yet used by criminals (i.e., the Identified At-Risk). CredProtect 
proprietary technology proactively identifies and then mitigates data vulnerabilities both internal 
and external to a network by defining cybercrime risk signals in employees, customers, and the 
supply chain.  In addition to effectively calculating the risk associated with a policyholder, this 
preemptive insight gives data owners the upper hand in choosing how to respond to the risk 
associated with known compromised access points that touch their business or organization. 
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◆  CredProtect for Employees: Find compromised employee credentials to 
decrease vulnerabilities and risk of network exploitation.

◆  CredProtect for Customers: Find compromised customers credentials to 
decrease the risk of Account Take Over (ATO).

◆  CredProtect for Supply Chain: Find compromised credentials belonging to 
vendors and other third parties to decrease the risk of Business Email 
Compromise (BEC).



CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention 
Use Cases for the Insurance 
Industry and the Immediate ROI.

1. Recognize immediate risk to limit or eliminate direct 
losses with CT6.® CredProtect as a requirement for first 
party and liability coverage. 

As a requirement for coverage, a policyholder performs a “clean sweep” with CT6.® CredProtect 
to close the most used vector for ransomware attacks and other criminal activity: stolen login 
credentials.  CredProtect identifies the stolen login credentials and secondary breach data of 
employees, customers, and vendors, and then CredProtect continues to identify internal and 
external users who create new vulnerabilities and compromised access points to prevent future 
criminal access to a network or a business enterprise.  

2. Recognize potential risks hiding within a 
policyholder’s environment, and help policyholders 
understand the business impacts of risk they own but 
are unaware. 

Because vulnerability exists on external, seemingly unrelated platforms used by employees, 
customer and vendors (e.g., online retailers, banking sites, social media, personal email 
platforms, etc.), reaching beyond compromised login credentials is critical to understanding a 
policyholder’s risk environment.  The proprietary process (U.S. Pat. Pending) behind CT6.® 
Fraud Preventer is a powerful and important technology to uncover a much larger problem 
from a single piece of information (e.g., a username, a password, a device number, IP address, 
etc.). This one piece of data can uncover which employees, customers, or vendors are victims of 
malware or phishing campaigns on third-party networks. It can lead to the discovery of viruses, 
naive user behavior, weak authentication, third-party breaches, and other factors internal or 
external to the company network. 

CT6.® Fraud Preventer identifies the infected devices of remote employees or vendors 
accessing a network or infected device of customers using a company’s online platform to 
conduct business.  It can determine if employees, customers, and supply chain vendors are 
using a username or password that was already compromised days or years ago, waiting to be 
discovered by a hacker. It can tell if any internal or external user was compromised by a spoofed 
access point for an online retailer or financial institution anywhere in the world. These 
previously unseen vectors render a native system susceptible to attack. CT6.® Fraud Preventer 
can track and map unlimited disparate data points, which makes it adaptable to any data 
system, and it is vital to preemptively stopping cybercriminals dead in their tracks. 
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3. Better understand insurance industry cybercrime 
trends, threats, campaigns, actors, sources, and actual 
and presumptive risks from which to create industry 
standards and practices. 

CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention technology informs as well as it protects.  The information harvested 
from CT6.® software provides insights from which to create policies and protocols, and then tests 
the effectiveness of enactment by employing internal diagnostics.  CT6.® Assistive Technologies 
include powerful graph link-analysis and case management tools for extreme configurability with 
limitless applications to discover trends and sources of cybercrime.  This information can inform 
decisions regarding policy determinations and advise on industry standards and practices. Options 
can include policy compliance requirements that mandate a localized response (e.g., change 
passwords, lock a payment card, freeze a bank account); a larger response (e.g., build a fraud fusion 
center, initiate a response team, install adaptive security measures); or a business strategy of 
carefully monitoring the affected data for future preventative action.  CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention 
technology can connect to other risk management programs (e.g., money laundering, terrorist 
financing, supply chain & insider threats).  This information can assist with establishing voluntary 
industry standard compliance.  Also, it can assist with reporting requirements to government 
entities to limit civil liability or comply with federal and state laws, and facilitate information sharing 
with law enforcement.

4. Collaborate with regulators, government entities, law 
enforcement, national security o�cials, and other 
stakeholders to present a unified front of permanent 
solutions against cybercrime. 

CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention was created to stop cybercrime by disrupting the criminal 
marketplace.  While exceedingly effective at protecting a business or enterprise by identifying risk 
and potential avenues for criminal activity, Cybercrime Prevention is designed to render stolen 
information useless, thereby destroying its monetary value and disrupting the criminal market. By 
sharing information on threats, sources, campaigns, actors, criminal financial channels, etc., 
cybercriminals (as well as traditional criminals) are put on the defensive.  Criminal activity is 
effectively pursued, monitored, and acted upon when warranted.  For domestic and global 
stakeholders, including law enforcement and international security resources, information 
harvested from CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention technology can encourage unified efforts to reduce 
risk and eliminate hostile threat actors.  The U.S. Intelligence Community employs CT6.® Cybercrime 
Prevention expertise with proven results regarding the reduction of nation-state supply chain risk to 
domestic sources.      

5. CT6.® CredProtect & Fraud Preventer are privacy law 
compliant and use ethical data sources.

No data or access is purchased from cybercriminals (U.S. DOJ & E.U. GDPR compliant). CredProtect 
and Fraud Preventer are compliant with U.S. & E.U. privacy laws because CT6.® proprietary digital 
data imaging technology does not require customer, employee, or vendor PII (Personally 
Identifiable Information) to leave the company network.  Unlike cybersecurity and data provider 
companies, CT6.® technology does not create another data vulnerability or privacy violation while 
integrating or using our products.   
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Cyber Team Six, LLC.  The creators 
of Cybercrime Prevention 
Technology.

Patrick Westerhaus
Chief Executive Officer  

CPA, CFE, 20+ years in financial services 
investigations and cybercrime, former 
FBI Special Agent and Wells Fargo 
executive in cybercrime loss prevention.  

Steve Lenkart
Chief Operating Officer  

25+ years as a COO and policy chief at 
U.S. federal agencies and private 
entities; U.S. Deputy Under Secretary of 
Homeland Security for Science & 
Technology (fmr.). 

Jason Britt
Chief Technology Officer  

15+ years developing investigative and 
anti-cybercrime software; CPA, PhD in 
Computer Science Data Mining, AI, and 
Machine Learning.

John Lenkart
Chief Strategy Officer  

25+ years as a Special Agent at the FBI 
as a senior executive creating 
counterintelligence platforms to secure 
nationwide critical infrastructure.

Cyber Team Six, LLC (CT6.)® is a company of law 
enforcement, national security, commercial, and 
academically credentialed practitioners who 
have proven operator expertise in innovating 
the use of alternative data sources to prevent 
cybercrime, disrupt criminal marketplaces, and 
fortify against monetary and information loss.  

CT6.® principals brought their unique professional skills together to 
create a new, more effective methodology to fight cybercrime.  By 
combining traditional investigative approaches with innovative 
cyber-driven solutions, CT6.® broke through cyber industry barriers 
to proactively pursue the cyber threats that affect billions of people 
each day.  As a result, CT6.® developed and implemented programs 
that delivered tangible national security and corporate threat 
mitigation.  CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention technology significantly 
altered the strategic and operational cybercrime profiles of 
government entities and commercial institutions.
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